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CORE-COLLAPSE SUPERNOVA MECHANISM� IMPORTANCE OF ROTATIONA. Odrzywoªekby, M. Kutsheraa;b, M. Misiaszekb,and K. Grotowskia;baH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, PolandbM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Poland(Reeived July 17, 2002)An attempt is made to assess the signi�ane of rotation in the ore-ollapse supernova phenomenon, from both observational and theoretialpoint of view. The data on supernovae partiularly indiative of the roleof rotation in the ollapse-triggered explosion is emphasized. The problemof inluding the rotation of presupernova ore into the supernova theoryis onsidered. A two-dimensional lassi�ation sheme of ore-ollapse su-pernovae is proposed whih uni�es �lassial� supernovae of type Ib/ andtype II, �hypernovae� and some GRB events.PACS numbers: 97.10.K, 97.60.�s, 97.60.Bw, 97.60.Jd1. IntrodutionThe phenomenon of supernova amazed already anient observers as somebright historial supernovae were visible on the sky even in the daytime. Theabsolute luminosity of supernovae has been properly estimated only in the20-th entury, when it was realized that supernovae belong to a very speiallass of astronomial events. In 1885 the nova S And appeared in the M31nebula, now well-known as the Large Galaxy in Andromeda. At those timesmany astronomers aepted the in-Galaxy theory of M31 and other nebulae.After establishing that the real loation of M31 is extragalati, astronomerswere fored to onlude that the nova S And1 was muh brighter than anyusual nova [1℄ � it was a super-nova!y aodrzywolek�pozta.onet.pl1 Now alled SN 1885A. (2791)



2792 A. Odrzywoªek et al.The systemati supernova researh began in the 20-th entury. Unfor-tunately, there was no Galati supernova event sine the 17-th entury. Inspite of this astronomers have observed more than 2000 extragalati super-novae. The number of observed events grows rapidly, from about 20 per yearin the eighties to about 200 per year now. In ontrast to the optial events,more than 600 supernova remnants have been found in the Galaxy. Also, anumber of extragalati remnants, mainly in the Loal Group galaxies LMC,SMC, M31 and M33 [2℄ have been observed.In 1942 Minkowski [3℄ introdued the modern lassi�ation sheme of su-pernova events into two lasses. To the �rst lass belong supernovae with nohydrogen absorption lines in the spetrum referred to as type I supernovae.The seond lass omprises the supernova events with strong hydrogen lineswhih are referred to as type II supernovae.As for the physial nature of supernovae, Landau [4℄ in 1932, soon afterdisovery of the neutron, suggested the possibility of existene of dense starsomposed of neutrons whih are stabilized by very high pressure of the neu-tron gas. In 1939 Baade&Zwiky [5℄ proposed the gravitational ollapse ofa normal star to suh a neutron star as the supernova energy soure. Thispiture is generally aepted today. In 1960 Fowler and Hoyle [6,7℄ pointedout that also nulear reations an serve as a soure of the supernova energy.They proposed the thermonulear explosion of a white dwarf or a giant staras an another possible supernova mehanism.After several deades that passed sine the original proposal of Zwikyand Baade, signi�ant progress in understanding the supernova mehanismhas been ahieved. The detetion of the neutrino burst orrelated with theappearane of SN1987A proved that the theoretial researh is on a righttrak. Unfortunately, the standard ore-ollapse supernova theory su�ersfrom di�ulties in produing a suessful explosion under general ondi-tions. This ould be a onsequene of suppressing star's rotation in thetheory. In this paper we ollet arguments in favor of the neessity to in-lude rotation into the supernova theory. The paper is organized as follows:In the next setion we review in some details the modern version of super-nova lassi�ation. We wish to emphasize a division of observational datainto these related to outer layers of the exploding star and the ones re�et-ing the physis of the engine mehanism. In Set. 3 the essential featuresof the standard supernova theory are reminded. The problem of inlusionof the presupernova ore rotation into the supernova theory is onsideredin Set. 4. Finally, in Set. 5, we introdue a two-dimensional lassi�ationemploying some measure of the rotation as a seond dimension.



Core-Collapse Supernova Mehanism � Importane of Rotation 27932. Modern lassi�ation of supernovaeWith a simple lassi�ation of supernova events available, researherswere tempted to establish a diret relationship between the two proposed su-pernova mehanisms and the two observed supernova types. Unfortunately,the relation of the thermonulear explosion mehanism and the ore-ollapsesenario to type I and type II supernovae is not as straightforward as it mayseem. It turns out that type I supernovae with no hydrogen lines form alass of diverse events whih an be further divided into more homogeneoussublasses. The spetra near the maximum brightness are used to distin-guish type Ia events whih show a strong SiII absorption dip at � 6150 Åand type Ib/ events with no or weak SiII lines. Further, a strong heliumline at � 5876 Å is employed to distinguish type Ib events from those oftype I. Type Ib/ supernovae our in the same environment as do typeII supernovae, namely in the star forming regions in spiral galaxies. Bothare thus related to young population I stars. Type Ia supernovae are moreommon and they our in all types of elliptial and spiral galaxies, and inthe halo of our Milky Way galaxy. This loation indiates they are relatedto population II stars. The main observational features used as a basis ofmodern supernova lassi�ation are presented in Table I.A generally aepted hypothesis with regard to the relationship of thephysial supernova mehanism and the observed supernova types postulatesthat thermonulear explosions of white dwarfs produe type Ia supernovaeand the ore ollapse of giant stars results in type Ib//II supernovae. Basiarguments in favor of this identi�ation ome from ommon loations of typeIa supernovae in old stellar systems and type Ib//II � in regions of ativestellar formation in spiral galaxies.Homogeneity of type Ia supernovae also indiates the same explosionmehanism. Type Ia events have similar spetral properties and obey a sim-ple empirial relation (e.g. the Phillips relation [8℄) between the maximumabsolute brightness and the behavior of the light urve, whih states thatbrighter events are longer. The observed sattering of absolute magnitudesat the maximum is about 2m, and further division of type Ia into sublassesis not exluded [9℄.It was long believed that these di�erenes are due to observational er-rors and all type Ia supernovae are almost idential. However, the maximumbrightness and the deay time are possibly related to the amount of 56Ni syn-thesized during the explosion. The light urves learly show that the betadeay of 56Ni into 56Co, and a subsequent deay of 56Co to 56Fe with ahalf-life of 77 days, are the main energy soures supporting the light emis-sion during the late phase of the explosion. It is of great interest that theradioative energy soure from 56Ni and 56Co deays ours in all types ofsupernovae in spite of very di�erent explosion mehanisms.



2794 A. Odrzywoªek et al. TABLE ISupernovae lassi�ation and properties.
Type Ia Ib/cd II

Definition No hydrogen lines
Strong

hydrogen lines

Location
All type galaxies and

halo
Spiral arms, star forming regions

Relative rate
Galaxy rate

30%� 9%�1/200yr
11%� 6%�1/500yr

59%� 28%�1/100yr

Absolute
magnitude

-20m

homogeneousa
-17m. . . -18m

(-19.5m)b
-16m. . . -19m

(-20m)b

Spectra at
maximum

Si II absorption
at λ6355Å c

No or very
weak Si IId

Strong Hα

Late spectra
(months

after max.)
[FeII]+[FeIII] emission Forbidden [OI] + [CaII] emissione

Nebular
remains

Shell
(Balmer-dominated)

Shell
(Oxygen-rich)

Plerion
(Crab-like)

Compact
remains

None Neutron star ( or a black hole )

Progenitor
Accreting white dwarf in

binary system
Wolf-Rayet star Giant star

Main light
curve energy

source

56Ni ! 6 days!56Co! 77 days!56Fe decay

Explosion
energy source

Fusion C/O! Fe Neutrino flux

Physical
mechanism

White dwarf
thermonuclear disruption

Core-collapse

aAverageMB'MV '�19:8�0:03+5log(H0=75), but deviations do exist: SN1991bg -16.5m, SN1991T
-20.5m. H0 is Hubble const. [km=sMpc�1].

bExtremly bright events calledhypernovae.
cDoubletλ6347Å;λ6371Å blueshifted (velocity up to 30000 km s�1) to�λ6150Å.
dAbsorption of HeI (λ5876Å) defines type Ib; lack of HeI – type Ic.
eHα always dominates in type II SNe.



Core-Collapse Supernova Mehanism � Importane of Rotation 2795Signi�ant onstraints on the supernova theory are imposed by observa-tions of the nebular remnants. Unfortunately, in spite of known positions ofSN1006, SN1054, SN1572 and SN1604 we annot �rmly lassify these his-torial supernovae. In e�et, it is not perfetly lear what remains after typeIa/b/ and II supernova explosions. We an distinguish three basi types ofremnants:� Balmer-dominated shell,� oxygen-rih shell,� plerion (Crab-like nebula).A lassial example of a plerion is M1, the Crab nebula. Beause thepulsar is found in its enter we onnet plerions to type II events. Theyare sometimes surrounded by weak shells. The Balmer-dominated shell isusually onneted to type Ia, and its emission an be explained as a resultof the interation between the shok wave and the interstellar hydrogen.Arguments on�rming this identi�ation ome from the analysis of SN1572and SN1604 remnants, whih both probably were type Ia supernovae. Inaddition, we an not see any ompat stellar remnant, suh as a pulsar or aneutron star, inside or near outside the shell. Finally, type Ib/ supernovaeare supposed to leave as a nebular remnant the oxygen-rih shell. Thisidenti�ation is supported by the theory of origin of type Ib/ supernovaefrom stars stripped o� hydrogen and helium layers. The lost matter at leastpartially �lls in the spae around donor stars. If extensive mixing and oredredge-up took plae at some evolution phases of these stars, we expet someenrihment of CirumStellar Medium (CSM) in heavy elements. The shokinterats with CSM whose omposition is a reli of star's earlier evolutionand exites atoms of heavier elements, like e.g. oxygen.Observed spetral di�erenes between various types of ore-ollapse su-pernovae are in signi�ant part a result of the di�erenes in the outer shells.Classi�ation of ore-ollapse events lari�es and beomes more elegant whenwe use the lost mass as a basi ordering parameter [10℄. Stars with verymassive hydrogen layers at the onset of the explosion produe type II-P su-pernovae with the light urve plateau. An extreme example of suh a lighturve was provided by the SN1987A. If the star has not very massive hy-drogen shell the explosion is lassi�ed as type II-L with fast, linear deay ofthe light urve. In ase of a very thin H shell the explosion is type IIb andif the whole hydrogen is lost, the event is lassi�ed as Ib. If in addition thehelium layer is also removed we an see type I supernova. This ordering ofore-ollapse supernovae is displayed shematially in Fig. 1.
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 � stellar wind, binary mass exchange? �!Very low Medium High Extreme

II-P
SN1987A

II-L IIb
SN1993J

Ib Ic
SN1998bw

5-10 M�
H shell

1-2 M�
H shell

�0.2 M�
H shell

No H,
massive He

No H
& no He

Mass loss rate

Outer
shells

!Fig. 1. Uni�ation of the ore-ollapse events within a one-dimensional family ofthe growing mass loss rate.Within this sheme, every type of ore-ollapse supernovae overs a rangeof outer shell masses of pre-supernova stars. For every pair of supernovae wemay �nd a third one whih ould be plaed between them in the lassi�ationsheme. For example, SN1993J in M81 was a missing link between type IIand type Ib with a residual hydrogen shell, now distinguished as type IIb.The evidene of supernovae orresponding to stars with thin He layers isnot lear yet, but andidates exist [11℄. The fat this lassi�ation worksindiates that mass loss rates in progenitors inrease from type II to type I.Outer layers are expelled by strong stellar winds, but in extreme ases alsostripping due to the mass exhange in lose binaries ours, as we indiatein Fig. 1.This sheme learly shows that the engine mehanism is not of majorimportane for the lassi�ation of supernovae based on light urves andspetra, whih both are formed by proesses ourring in outer layers of theexploding star. There are, however, a number of observations related tosupernovae, suh as pulsar initial veloities, asymmetry of explosions, �hy-pernovae�, jets and possibly some gamma-ray bursts (GRB), whih are likelyrelated to proesses in the inner part of the exploding star, in partiular theyan diretly re�et physial onditions prevailing in the ollapsing ore. Thedetailed piture of the ollapse depends on the mass of the ore related to theZAMS mass and the evolutionary trak of the progenitor. In this paper wefous on the rotation of the progenitor ore whih an very signi�antly af-fet physis of the ore ollapse. Below, in Set. 5, we disuss interpretationsof the above observations as an evidene of rotation of the ollapsing ore.We propose a two-dimensional lassi�ation of the ore-ollapse supernovaewhih an aommodate �hypernovae� and GRBs. It is an extension of thesheme shown in Fig. 1, with the seond dimension being some measure ofthe amount of rotation of the ollapsing ore, Fig. 4.



Core-Collapse Supernova Mehanism � Importane of Rotation 27973. Standard supernova mehanismIn the standard senario of the ore-ollapse supernova without rotation,a massive star at the onset of ollapse is a red or blue super-giant, for exam-ple, the progenitor of SN1987A was a B3I spetral type star. It ontains anumber of shells, whih orrespond to the following stages of nulear burn-ing, given here in a simpli�ed form:H �! 4He4He �! 12C, 16O12C ( 16O ) �! 20Ne, 24Mg20Ne ( 16O, 24Mg ) �! 16O, 24Mg16O ( 24Mg, 28Si ) �! 28Si28Si ( 32S ) �! 56Ni, 56Fe, 54FeThe synthesis of the most strongly bound nulei near 56Fe ends the net-work of thermonulear reations. In Table II we show main evolutionaryphases of a star of 25M�. One an notie that burning of neon begins aboutone year before the star's death. TABLE IIThe evolution of 25M�, Z = 0:02 star aording to [12℄. Duration of a given phaseis de�ned here as time sine entral ignition of a given reation until the entralignition of a next reation. This inludes phases of o�-enter burning, with noreations in the enter. The temperature and density orrespond to the beginningof eah phase.
Burning Tc [K℄ ρc [g=cm3℄ Duration

H 3:7�107 3.8 5.8 mln yrs

He 1:6�108 200 85 000 yrs

C 6:3�108 105 280 yrs

Ne 1:2�109 2�106 300 days

O 1:7�109 4�106 134 days

Si 2:8�109 3:2�107 30 hours

ShellSi 3:4�109 3:2�108 5.5 hours

Core
collapse

1:6�109 1:6�109 0:1: : :0:5 sec



2798 A. Odrzywoªek et al.The late phases of nulear burning are quite ompliated and still notperfetly understood. Soon after ignition of an o�-entral silion burning theore omposed of iron-group nulei loses its stability and starts to ollapse.A short explanation is that the ore mass exeeds the Chandrasekhar limit.The full expression of the Chandrasekhar mass is [13℄:MCh = 1:44M� (2Ye)2 "1 +� Se�Ye�2# "1� 35 �1211�1=3 � �Z2=3 + pradpmat# :(1)It is a funtion of the eletron fration Ye, the entropy per baryon Se, thenulear omposition expressed through an average nulear harge �Z, andthe ratio of radiation and matter pressure prad=pmat; � ' 1=137 is the �nestruture onstant. For Ye = 0:5, Se = 0 and prad = 0 we obtain the famousresult MCh = 1:44M�. The mass of the stellar �Fe� ore is in the rangeof 1.2�2 M�. A number of proesses are important in the last day beforethe ollapse. The eletron apture by iron and nikel isotopes dereases theeletron fration in proesses suh as e.g.:55Fe+ e� �!56 Mn+ �e :Neutrinos arry away the energy from the ore dereasing its entropy. Thesilion burning Si ! Fe stops in the ore and begins in a surrounding shell.The most important reason of the ollapse onset is the derease of entropy.Usually the Chandrasekhar mass limit is not really exeeded beause of ahuge external pressure not inluded in MCh. The instant when the orestarts to ollapse is dedued from the evolutionary ode results. When thespeed of ontrating matter exeeds some in advane presribed value, theevolutionary trak is �nished. This moment is believed to be lose to thereal stability loss and to start of atual ollapse of the ore.One started, the ollapse is fast, lose to a free fall. In the numerialsimulations the ollapse lasts 100�500 milliseonds, depending on the initialonditions and on the input physis. During the �rst phase the ollapse ishomologous � the veloity is proportional to the radius. The sound speeddereases with the radius, and at a su�iently high distane from the enterit falls below the matter speed. This plae is alled the soni point. Timewhen the entral density reahes its maximum de�nes the ore boune. Atthis time the infalling matter is stopped by the pressure omponent dueto nulear fores whih starts to grow very rapidly. In milliseonds theveloity goes to zero and simultaneously the density grows by a few orders ofmagnitude [14℄. Strong sound waves start to propagate outside. As a resultof non-linear hydrodynamial e�ets and the supersoni speed of matterdisontinuity forms in veloity, density, pressure and entropy � the soundwave beomes the shok wave.



Core-Collapse Supernova Mehanism � Importane of Rotation 2799It was aepted for a long time that the skethed above proess is a mainpart of the real explosion mehanism and is able to provide at least a fewfoe2 of energy. The shok was believed to traverse the entire star and reahthe surfae to produe a spetaular supernova type II (or Ib/) event. Thissenario is known as a prompt explosion. Unfortunately, more detailed al-ulations with improved physial ingredients, suh as a realisti Equation OfState (EOS), general relativity orretions, sophistiated progenitor modelsand a omplete set of nulear reations inluded in new gas-dynamial al-gorithms, have shown the failure of this idea. The shok wave gets stuk inthe Fe ore as a result of the energy loss hie�y due to heavy nulei dissoia-tion (� 8:7MeV/nuleon ' 1:7foe=0:1M�) and � when shok moves out ofthe neutrino trapping sphere � the neutrino emission. Although it is stillpossible to produe a suessful prompt shok under extreme assumptionson the equation of state or other part of inluded physis, nowadays neu-trino proesses are believed to play a major role in ore-ollapse supernovaexplosions, so let us look at them.As we pointed out already, beyond the nulear matter density, the EOSsti�ens very rapidly. Simultaneously matter initially omposed of nuleiand eletrons, transforms into a nuleon�eletron gas and �nally beomesan almost pure neutron matter. Other phases of dense matter, suh as e.g.the kaon-ondensed nulear matter or the quark-gluon plasma an possiblyform, but usually are not onsidered in the standard supernova senario.Almost every eletron-proton pair is transformed into neutron and neutrino.Initially neutrinos esape freely. But as a result of neutrino ross-setionsgrowth with temperature and density, neutrinos beome trapped. It meansthat the di�usion time is bigger than the dynamial time-sale. The gravita-tional energy released in the ollapse is �frozen� as the energy of the leptonFermi sea. The inner part of the star whih is not blown o�, after theore boune and shok transition beomes a ProtoNeutron Star (PNS). Theedge of the neutrino-trapped zone is referred to as the neutrinosphere, withanalogy to a photosphere of normal stars. De�nition of the neutrinosphereis somewhat ambiguous as di�erent neutrino �avors have di�erent and dif-fused neutrinospheres. Harder neutrinos esape further out than do the softones, beause of the ross-setion dependene on the neutrino energy. Themost important fat is the loation of the neutrinosphere between the shokand the neutrino-rih protoneutron star. The trapped neutrinos di�use outof the protoneutron star in time of the order of one seond, and simultane-ously the protoneutron star ontrats from an initial radius of about 60 kmto �nal radius of 20 km, like a Kelvin�Helmholtz star [15℄. Neutrinos arryaway about 100 foe of energy, i.e. �99% of the total energy released in the2 foe � �fty-one-erg � 1051 erg.



2800 A. Odrzywoªek et al.ollapse. The neutrino �ux vanishes in tens of seonds. This piture was ingeneral on�rmed by the detetion of neutrinos during the SN1987A eventand now this is the best established part of ore-ollapse supernova theory.In spite of very small neutrino ross-setions about 1% of the energy is trans-ferred to the hot radiation bubble between the nasent neutron star and theshok in hundred milliseonds. It auses the shok wave revival. Later, theexplosion is similar to that of a prompt mehanism. This senario is alled adelayed or neutrino-driven supernova mehanism. Currently it is a subjetof very ative studies. The neutrino transport and onvetion appear to bethe most important proesses of this senario [16℄.The shok produed in the engine of supernova by prompt or delayedmehanism traverses the entire star ionizing the gas, igniting nulear rea-tions and triggering onvetion [17, 18℄. The shok wave may re�et at theshell boundaries. The onion-like struture of di�erent nulei layers is de-stroyed. Intensively mixed matter from the enter may move lose to thesurfae. In a few hours the shok reahes the surfae. The photospherebegins to expand and we an see the enormous growth of brightness. Asupernova appears on the sky. During the �rst few weeks the light urveis dominated by the reombination of ionized atoms. Later, the light urvemimis the deay urve of beta-radioative 56Ni. The subsequent deay of56Co with T1=2 = 77 days is the energy soure for supernova during the nextmonths. 4. Rotation in supernova theoryA major de�ieny of the skethed above supernova theory is suppres-sion of rotation of the presupernova star. From the observational point ofview there is growing evidene that rotation an play an important role inthe explosion. Below we disuss some relevant data. However, before weattempt to assess whether the inlusion of rotation is neessary to explainthe observed properties, we address the following important questions:� are massive stars rapid rotators?� do ores of massive star rotate?� what is the shape of the rotating ore?� what is aused by the angular momentum onservation during ol-lapse? 4.1. The simplest rotating starLet us onsider the behavior of a rigidly rotating body whih is inom-pressible and homogeneous and bound by the Newtonian gravity. This isvery simple and idealized model of a rotating star, loser to the liquid drop



Core-Collapse Supernova Mehanism � Importane of Rotation 2801model of the atomi nuleus [19℄ exept of the surfae tension, whih is neg-ligible for astrophysial objets and huge for atomi nulei.3 It illustrates,however, basi features of the rotation's in�uene on properties of real ob-jets.The most important parameter, whih determines physis of rotatingand gravitating bodies, is the ratio of rotational to gravitational energy,Erot=Egrav (here Egrav is the absolute value of the gravitational energy). Inase of zero angular momentum the body is of spherial shape. Any rota-tion leads to a spheroidal shape, as shown by Malaurin in 1742. But whenErot=Egrav exeeds the value of 0.1375 two solutions of the problem exist(Jaobi, 1834). The �rst solution is the Malaurin spheroid, and the seondone is a triaxial ellipsoid. The latter solution is the ground state orre-sponding to the minimum of the sum of rotational and gravitational energy.Transition from the Malaurin spheroid to the Jaobi ellipsoid requires somedissipation mehanism, beause of di�erene in the total marosopi energy.Malaurin spheroids beyond Erot=Egrav = 0:1375 are seularly unstable withrespet to dissipative proesses, suh as, e.g. visosity.When the rotational frequeny of the body inreases, for example in e�etof shrinking, two ases are possible. If the dissipative time-sale is shortompared to the dynamial time-sale, the body evolves through a sequeneof Jaobi ellipsoids. For Erot=Egrav approahing the ritial value of 0.16the barrier separating Jaobi ellipsoids from unstable on�gurations, alledPoinaré pears, disappears and the Jaobi ellipsoids dynamially �ssion.If dissipative proesses are negligible the body evolves along a sequeneof Malaurin spheroids, whih are dynamially stable up to Erot=Egrav =0:2738. Beyond this limit no stable on�guration exists and the body hasto get rid of the angular momentum or to breakup.Surprisingly, inlusion of a di�erential rotation and a ompressible equa-tion of state (and also general relativity orretions) results in minor hangesof the seular and dynamial instability limits of Erot=Egrav whih are im-portant for supernova theory. Reent publiations report the possibility ofsigni�ant derease of those limits, for a toroidal density strati�ation. Theseular instability limit of the ratio Erot=Egrav beomes 0.038 [20℄, for tran-sitions leading to bar-like on�gurations. The dynamial instability limit isfound to be Erot=Egrav = 0:14 [21℄.During the ollapse of the stellar ore the ratio Erot=Egrav grows signif-iantly, by a fator of a few tens. Given the insensitivity of the instabilitylimits with respet to details of rotation and to the ompressibility of matter,the values listed above seem to be su�iently aurate to allow us to assessthe possibility of triaxial deformations and the ore breakup in SN events.3 In a ball of water the gravitational energy exeeds the surfae tension energy if radiusis bigger than 10 m.



2802 A. Odrzywoªek et al.4.2. Rotation of supernovae progenitorsAre supernova progenitors rapid rotators? The answer is well known toastronomers [22℄. Single stars whih are supposed to be supernova progen-itors begin their lives as O and B main sequene stars with initial massesM > 8M�. The surfae veloity is very high for these stars. It an bedetermined observationally with some unertainty due to an unknown anglebetween the rotation axis and the observer diretion. The veloity may belose (�70%) to Keplerian veloity at the surfae radius. But, exept of theSun4, it is impossible to determine rotation inside the star. To address theproblem one must resort to stellar modeling.In the last few years new detailed evolutionary alulations of rotatingstars have been arried out [24℄. The results are in good agreement withobserved surfae properties. One an thus treat preditions with regard tothe internal struture with some on�dene. Contrary to previous opin-ions, numerial results show that ores of stars rotate fast with veloity notsigni�antly dependent on the initial onditions. Nevertheless, one shouldmention that the alulations desribed above neglet magneti �elds whihmay transport angular momentum and slow down the ore.Typially, aording to [24℄ Fe ores have radii of about 2000 km, massesof 1:5M� and rotate di�erentially with periods of the order of 10 se-onds. Outer onvetive shells surrounding ores rotate rigidly, and therotational frequeny drops at shell boundaries disontinuously. The ratioErot=Egrav reahes, near the enter, the maximum values up to 0.04. Itwas assumed in alulations of [24℄ that it is safe to neglet the possibilityof non-axisymmetri ore deformations beause Erot=Egrav = 0:04 is only�30% of the Malaurin spheroid seular instability limit. Results ited inthe previous subsetion [20℄ suggest the seular instability for toroidal ��z-zler�5 on�gurations at 0.038 and the possibility of �triaxial� ores duringthe last phases of the stellar evolution seems not to be exluded if the oreis far from a spheroidal shape. In spite of the rapid ore rotation almostall angular momentum is loated in distant massive shells, but Erot=Egrav isvery small there, as indiated in Table III.4 Helioseismology allows us to see the interior of the Sun. Other stars are in the rangeof observational abilities too; see e.g. [23℄.5 This is a transient objet between those stabilized by the degenerate eletron gaspressure (e.g. �Fe� ores and white dwarfs) and neutron stars. Its existene anddynamial stability are the results of extremely strong entrifugal fore, but ��zzlers�are seularly unstable.



Core-Collapse Supernova Mehanism � Importane of Rotation 2803TABLE IIIParameters of rotation of inner shells of a typial presupernova star from [24℄.
Part of

star
Angular
velocity

Erot=Egrav
Angular

momentum

”Fe”
core

10 . . . 0.01
rad/s

0.04 . . . 0.01 2 � 1049 erg� s

”CO”
shell

10�2 rad/s 10�2 1050 erg� s

He
shell

10�4 rad/s 10�3 1050 erg� s

H
shell

10�10 rad/s 10�6 1051 erg� s4.3. The shape of rotating starCalulations presented above are based on the assumption that the den-sity strati�ation is not far from spheroidal and the rotation is lose to�shellular�, i.e. the angular frequeny is onstant on a family of spheroidalsurfaes. The set of stellar struture equations is modi�ed due to rotationbut this method preserves the onventional desription of the stellar stru-ture in terms of a one-dimensional mass oordinate, with onstant masssurfaes being non-spherial [24℄. In this approah some proesses, suh asthe transport of angular momentum, the mixing of stellar matter and nulearreations are well desribed. However, the real two-dimensional struture istreated only approximately.Suh an approah is espeially unsatisfatory when we attempt to ana-lyze the ollapse of the ore beause the star model is not in full mehanialequilibrium. The situation is analogous to starting the simulations of therotating ore ollapse from the initial on�guration whih is that of a non-rotating ore endowed with some amount of rotation. This ase has beenanalyzed in [25℄, where it was shown that some of the models without ini-tial equilibrium evolve in a signi�antly di�erent way, ompared to initiallyhydro-stationary models. In this way only rough estimates of the basiquantities, suh as e.g. the density at the ore boune, an be obtained. Theanalysis has been performed in the axisymmetri ase with the ylindrialrotation and the barotropi EOS. One may expet a similar result for anarbitrary rotation law of the initial model.



2804 A. Odrzywoªek et al.An important onlusion from the above onsiderations is that the exatdensity distribution and the veloity �eld inside the presupernova star in thefull hydro-stationary equilibrium are required as an input for the analysisof the ollapse of the ore and its later evolution. To �nd the exat densitydistribution, in partiular the shape of the stellar surfae and the iso-densityontours inside the star, one has to solve the equations of hydrostati, ormore expliitly hydro-stationary, equilibrium, taking into aount the non-zero veloity �eld. This has been ahieved in very simpli�ed stellar modelsonly. For the equation of state p = p(�), inluding polytropes, the rotationwas assumed to be ylindrial with angular veloity being a funtion of theradial variable in ylindrial oordinates only [26℄. Under these onditionsone an derive an analyti �rst-order approximation to the resulting integralequation for the axisymmetri density distribution:�1(r; z) = f�1 [ f(�0)� �(r) + h�i℄ ; (2)where � is the density as a funtion of ylindrial oordinates (r; �; z), andh�i is the entrifugal potential � orresponding to the angular frequenydistribution inside the star 
(r),�(r) = rZ0 ~r
(~r)2d~r; (3)averaged over the volume V0 of a non-rotating star with the density �0(r)and the radius R0: h�i = �43�R03��1 ZV0 �(r) dV: (4)In Eq. (2) f(�) is the enthalpy6 of the barotropi gas with an EOS p = p(�):f(�) = Z 1� dp : (5)From Eq. (2) (or using any numerial method of Ref. [26, 27℄) we an see(Fig. 2) that the shape of the stellar ore is far from spherial or spheroidalone. In ase of the rapid di�erential rotation the density distribution istoroidal with an o�-enter maximum. This �disk-like� shape (Fig. 2) is some-times referred to as a �onave-hamburger�. A ommon feature of realistidensity alulations is a usp at the star surfae in the polar region. It is aresult of the strong entrifugal fore near the rotation axis whih is balanedby a rather weak gravity far from the enter.6 The density in Eq. (2) is the inverse funtion f�1: f(f�1(�)) = f�1(f(�)) = �.
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Fig. 2. An example of the iso-density ontours for n=3/2 (p = K�5=3EOS) polytropi model with a ylindrial distribution of the angular frequeny,
(r) = 
0=(1 + r=A), onentrated near the rotation axis (A = 0:1R0, where R0is the equatorial radius) alulated using Eq. (2). The o�-enter density maximum,the �attened shape, the toroidal density distribution in the entral region and the�usp� in the polar region are ommon features of rapidly and di�erentially rotatingpolytropes.Using the equilibrium approah we an obtain highly deformed and very�attened strutures, but we annot forget that if they exeed stability lim-its their struture will be destroyed. Less onstrained rotation, di�erentfrom ylindrial and rigid one, results in a muh more ompliated prob-lem beause a physially onsistent treatment requires aounting for thetemperature-dependent equation of state and the meridional irulation ina star. It ould be important to inlude the �shellular rotation� and theexternal pressure. The onlusion is that the urrent status of the stellarstruture models with rotation does not allow us to predit �rmly the initialstate of the ollapsing ore in the supernova theory. A non-axisymmetriand ring-like shape of the ore is a very intriguing possibility as it may bepartially responsible for violent proesses during the last phases of the pre-supernova evolution and for the onset of the ore ollapse. The growingevidene of both axisymmetri and non-axisymmetri supernova explosionsindiates a signi�ant amount of rotation of the presupernova ore but de-tails are still unlear. It seems thus quite possible that at least some of thesupernova progenitor ores an be properly desribed within a framework ofthe skethed above piture.



2806 A. Odrzywoªek et al.4.4. Rotating ore ollapseWe mentioned already that the ratio Erot=Egrav grows as a result of theore ontration. This happens during subsequent nulear burning phasesand ollapse. When the star exhausts a given nulear fuel (H, He, C/O, Si)the ore ontrats until the next nulear reations ignite. After ontrationthe size of the ore is smaller but the ratio Erot=Egrav is bigger. During lastphases of nulear burning it may reah values as high as 0.04 [24℄.To imagine what may happen in the ollapsing and rotating ore let'slook at the behavior of a homogeneous and rigidly rotating sphere of adereasing radius. In this ase:ErotEgrav (R ) = E(0)rotE(0)grav R0R ; (6)where quantities with indies �0� are just before the beginning of shrinking.From Eq. (6) we an see that the ratio Erot=Egrav grows as �R�1. Fromthis simple onsideration one an infer the existene of the ritial radiusfor whih every stability limit will be exeeded. This implies impossibilityof too big a shrinking even for a moderately fast rotating body. The proessof shrinking will be stopped by the body breakup or another atastrophe.During the ollapse of the ore its radius, R, is dereasing very fast.As we mentioned, in alulations of [24℄ the iron ores with Erot=Egrav =0:01 : : : 0:04 and with the initial radii R0 � 2000 km are found. The �nalradius is R � 10 km � a typial value of the neutron star radius. Atu-ally, just after the ollapse the radius of a newborn protoneutron star isR � 60 km, and after about one seond it shrinks to � 20 km. Finally, aftertens of seonds the radius sets at R � 10 km as a result of deleptonization.The dynamial instability limit of 0.27 for Malaurin spheroid is exeeded ifthe Fe ore radius shrinks to 80 : : : 300 km, respetively, for the initial ratioErot=Egrav = 0:01 : : : 0:04. This indiates the possibility of a violent hydro-dynamial instability. Beause the shok front is born at approximately thesame radius and at the same time, only very detailed dynamial simulationsan give the atual behavior of the ollapsing ore.Reently, results of full three-dimensional simulations with no symmetryof the ollapsing ore assumed have been published [28℄. In this paper asimpli�ed equation of state and initial models of [25℄ were used. This workfoused on the gravitational radiation emission from the ore. The ore getsrid of the extra angular momentum in the form of the spiral arms or a small�satellite� as an be seen (see footnote 7 for WWW address) in the resultsof Rampp [28℄. Possible future detetions of gravitational waves orrelatedwith SN explosions by the next generation detetors (LISA, LIGO) would



Core-Collapse Supernova Mehanism � Importane of Rotation 2807be an ultimate proof of the strongly asymmetri proesses in the supernovaengine.Detailed numerial alulations of the supernova explosion with inlusionof the neutrino proesses have been reported in [29,30℄ for an axisymmetriase with the equatorial symmetry assumed. However, the obtained resultsare rather ambiguous (see next setion).5. Rotation and extended lassi�ation shemeIn previous setions we have disussed some problems enountered whenone attempts to inlude rotation in the ore-ollapse supernova theory. Aquestion thus arises is suh an extension of the theory neessary from the ob-servational point of view? The answer is de�nitively a�rmative. Presentlyavailable astronomial data relevant to the supernova phenomenon suggeststrong non-spheriity of the explosion. The most important piees of evi-dene inlude veloities of pulsars sometimes orrelated with an apparentdeformation of remnants and the asymmetry of explosion dedued from themeasured polarization. Also, some events appear to be superluminous underassumption of the spherial symmetry. Finally, the very reent identi�a-tion of the supernova omponent in the light urve of GRB011121 providesa ompelling argument in favor of the ore rotation as disussed below.Let us explain how the ore rotation an aount for the those featuresof the data that annot be understood in the standard supernova senario.Pulsars have muh higher veloities than the average veloity of stars inthe disk of the Galaxy. The highest observed speed exeeds 2300 km/s [31℄.The observed pulsar speed [32℄ is generally a sum of two omponents:� a �kik� imparted to the nasent neutron star during the supernovaexplosion� an inherited veloity due to progenitor revolution in a binary system� when SN ours in a binary (what happens quite often, probablymost SN are in binaries).If the explosion disrupts a binary system we an see a runaway pulsar. Theexistene of binary pulsars tells us that some of the systems survive two SNevents. This also generally requires some momentum transfer to redue theorbital veloity beause of dramati mass loss during the explosion. Theveloity omponent due to the pulsar's birth in a binary system an besubtrated statistially from the distribution of pulsar veloities. We thenobtain the distribution of kik veloities diretly related to the SN explosion(Fig. 3). These veloities are still large enough to hallenge the results ofspherially symmetri supernova models. Proposed explanations of suhlarge kiks inlude [34℄:
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Vp[km/s]Fig. 3. Distributions of pulsar veloities. The solid line orresponds to the ob-served veloities and the dashed line to natal veloities obtained by subtratingbinary e�ets. Both solid and dashed urves are desribed by a �2-like distribu-tion, f(vp) = a v3=2p exp(�vp=b), adopted from [32℄ with a = 1:96�10�6 ; b = 514=3and a = 2:7� 10�5 ; b = 60, respetively.� hydrodynamially driven kiks (�utuations in a non-rotating ore ol-lapse)� asymmetri neutrino emission� eletromagneti post-natal �roket e�et�.All these models disregard any dynamially signi�ant rotation. As a kine-matial e�et, the rotation adds some stohasti omponent to suh pro-esses as the onvetive motion or the neutrino emission.Although kiks in rapidly rotating supernova models whih lead to non-axisymmetri deformations have not been studied systematially, the asym-metri disruption of a rapidly rotating ore an be seen in some alulations.Results presented in [28℄ show how a non-zero omponent of the veloity per-pendiular to the rotation axis arises in simulations of a formation of PNS7.It is in priniple possible to distinguish between kiks produed with adi�erent amount of rotation if the relative orientation of the spin and thediretion of motion is known. When the rotation is slow with respet to thekik mehanism there is no orrelation between the rotation axis and the kikdiretion. When the rotation is dynamially unimportant but faster than the7 http://www.mpa-garhing.mpg.de/�wfk/MOVIES/



Core-Collapse Supernova Mehanism � Importane of Rotation 2809kik mehanism, the angular averaging e�et leads to the parallel orientation.For very fast rotation, leading to the asymmetri disruption of the ore,we expet the rotation axis to be perpendiular to the momentum. In allthree ases the relative orientation of the urrent veloity vetor and therotation axis an be found. The analysis of the binary neutron star systemB1913+16 [33℄ gives the result that the angle between the kik diretion andthe orbital plane is less than 5Æ�10Æ. If the orbital momentum and the spinwere aligned before the explosion, as it was assumed in the ited artile,we would get an almost perpendiular orientation of the kik and the PNSrotation axis. The study of Vela and Crab pulsars [34℄ based on observedjets shows an apparent alignment on the sky of the veloity and the rotationaxis.Statistial analysis of other 28 pulsars shows no orrelation between theirmotion and rotation [35℄. Unertainty of these results is due to di�ultiesin the analysis itself, simplifying assumptions and poor quality of the data.We only note that perpendiularity of the rotation axis to the kik diretion,favored by the asymmetrial disruption of a rapidly rotating ore in the SNexplosion, is not disproved from the observational point of view.We also note that the fast rotation of pulsars is a strong evidene in favorof a huge angular momentum of the entral part of exploding star. Rotationof the neutron star is the immediate onsequene of the presupernova orerotation. There is no need to invoke any other mehanism, suh as e.g. ano�-enter kik, to aount for fast rotation of pulsars, in ontrast to stellarmodels with very slow rotation of the presupernova ore.5.1. GRB�SN onnetionNext argument in favor of strong rotation in supernovae omes from ob-servations of superluminous events like SN1998bw � well known from itsontroversial oinidene with the gamma ray-burst GRB980425. Spetralanalysis lassi�ed it as type I, but the absolute magnitude was lose to thatof type Ia [36,37℄. A spherially symmetri modeling has given an enormousexplosion energy of 20�50 foe, the ejeted mass in the range 12�15 M� andthe radioative nikel amount as big as 0.5�0.8M� [38℄. Listed values areonsidered impossible in the standard supernova senario. That is why theseevents are often alled hypernovae8. As it has been shown in [39℄ observedresults ould be well understood if the prolate asymmetry of the expansion,with the axis ratio 2:1, is assumed. We note, that the prolate expansionveloity produes oblate iso-density ontours. This requires the standardexplosion energy of 2 foe if observed 60Æ above the plane of symmetry. Theejeted mass and the 56Ni amount are 2M� and 0:2M�, respetively �8 This in not a hypernova in the sense of the theoretial GRB models, but the possibilityof a real onnetion between the two is not exluded and is a topi of urrent researh.



2810 A. Odrzywoªek et al.typial values for a luminous ore-ollapse supernova. Polarization of light,whih is more diretly related to the asymmetry of expansion, is often presentduring hypernova events, again indiating a non-spherial explosion. Anal-ysis of this sort, based on the resaling of a spherial model tells us nothingabout physial proesses responsible for the asymmetry, but the rotation ofthe ollapsing ore is one of the most probable reasons.Very reently, observations of a SN event in the light urve of GRB011121,have been reported [40℄. Joint ampaign of optial and X-ray observations,also from spae, sueeded to �rmly establish the presene of a supernovain the GRB011121 plae, when the afterglow has delined. The supernovais of type I. Colleted observations of GRB011121 �t niely to the ollap-sar model of MaFadyen and Woosley [41℄. In this model, rotation of theprogenitor's ore plays a ruial role and the rotation axis determines thediretion of jets whih produe observed gamma rays. Despite the formationof a blak hole from the ollapsing ore, matter rih in 56Ni is expelled alongthe rotation axis and its emission forms a typial supernova light urve [41℄.5.2. Inluding rotation into the lassi�ation shemeWe feel enouraged by the above analysis to unify the phenomena ofsupernovae, hypernovae and some GRBs in a two-dimensional lassi�ationsheme whih will expand that shown in Fig. 1. As a seond dimension weinlude some measure of rotation of the progenitor's ore (e.g. its angularmomentum). We onjeture that lassial supernovae orrespond to somerelatively low amount of angular momentum, whih is just enough to produea neutron star with proper natal momentum. Here we assume that theexplosion itself may be treated as a strong argument in favor of a su�ientlyhigh rotation of the presupernova ore. The simulations have shown thefailure of the idea of explosion by the prompt mehanism. The delayedmehanism improved the situation but it is not lear at all if it really works.Indeed, some of the models still fail to produe SN events in spite of inlusionof the neutrino proesses.When the ore angular momentum is bigger one expets that some partof the ollapsing ore is loked for a while in a sort of ��zzler� and is aretedbak onto the inner part. Depending on the falling bak mass, a neutronstar an form, or further ollapse to blak hole an proeed. As the �zzlerspossess large angular momentum, very fast rotating neutron stars an form,if the areted mass does not exeed some fration of the solar mass. Inase this mass is muh higher, of a ouple of solar masses (as in numerialsimulations happens for heavier iron ores formed in massive helium stars ofsay 10 solar masses), a Kerr blak hole �nally forms. A transient aretiondisk feeds the angular momentum to the blak hole and ools by emitting



Core-Collapse Supernova Mehanism � Importane of Rotation 2811strong neutrino �ux. One an onjeture, that hypernovae and GRBs are��reworks� orresponding to suh a ore ollapse. Positions of various phe-nomena in the two-dimensional lassi�ation sheme are shown in Fig. 4." Asymmetry,
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